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Robert E. Lee. Volume I. A Portrait: 1807-1861. By Margaret
Sanborn. (Philadelphia: J. E. Lippincott Company, 1966.
xii, 353 pp. Acknowledgements, illustrations, appendix, bibliography, index. $6.95.)
Robert E. Lee. Volume II. The Complete Man, 1861-1870. By
Margaret Sanborn. (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, x, 570 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $8.95;
boxed set $16.50.)
Interest in the career of Robert E. Lee may be less intense
and more localized than a corresponding concern for the life of
Abraham Lincoln, but surely few other figures in American history are better known than the famed Confederate general. A
non-professional historian, but a good writer, is the latest biographer of the Virginian. Her two volume study (the first volume
ends in 1861 and the second with his death in 1870) is not a
life and times approach to biography. Instead, it is a chronological,
highly personal study of Lee “The Man.” The question arises as
to whether a new biography of Lee is needed. In view of the
renowned work of Douglas Southall Freeman and many others, is
another work justifiable? With certain reservations, Mrs. Sanborn’s study can be defended.
She works in areas not usually emphasized, and through the
effective use of quotations and anecdotes, brings to light new materials. Some of her revelations are important: the influence of
Lee’s family and circle of friends on his character. Others are
merely interesting: Lee’s shoe size was an incredible 4 1 /2 -C. The
author does not claim to be a military expert and makes no attempt
to revise Civil War history. It is, of course, difficult not to admire
(and many revere) General Lee. The author strives to make him
a “life and blood” person, but she does not always succeed. Like
many other biographers, she tends to be uncritical, although often
her writing is vivid and Lee comes alive for the reader.
Lee’s association with Florida was limited, although in the
decade before the Civil War, he went with the Board of Engineers
to examine lands being reserved as sites for future fortifications.
The trip took Lee along both coasts of Florida.
The makeup of the book is impressive. The type is clear and
there are few typographical errors. While there is a bibliography,
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there are no footnotes. Notes at the end of the books list the
sources consulted fur any particular chapter. The photographs are
striking, particularly the last one taken of Lee. It was made at
Savannah in 1870, and shows him posed with his West Point
classmate, Joseph E. Johnston. Mrs. Sanborn does an excellent job
of explaining Lee’s ancestry and by mentioning countless cousins
and relatives making it clear how important “family” was in Virginia. She also makes clear that the word “honor” had genuine
meaning for the people about whom she writes. Lee’s last words
were: “Strike the tent.”
W ILLIAM W ARREN R OGERS
Florida State University

W. J. Cash, Southern Prophet. By Joseph L. Morrison. (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967. xiii, 309 pp. Preface, index.
$6.95.)
In his The Mind of the South W. J. Cash attempted what no
historian had dared to do, to advance “an interpretation of the
Southern ‘mind’ in its totality. Cash dealt masterfully with the
imponderables and intangibles of the Southern experience.” He
was a truth-seeker who loved the South and had the courage to
lash it with the truths he found. Professor Morrison claims that
there was not an interval in Cash’s entire adult life during which
he was “not either reading, writing, questioning, probing, or
pondering the South’s infinite variety, and especially its wrong
headed mythmaking.”
Born in the small cotton mill town of Gaffney, South Carolina, in 1900, Cash experienced a not unusual boyhood. He was
filled with the romantic self-delusion common to the South. The
racist writer Thomas Dixon and The Birth of a Nation were
much admired. Years later Cash wrote of “Watching Rev. Tom
Dixon’s Ku Kluxers do execution of uppity coons and low-down
carpetbaggers, and alternately bawling hysterically and shouting
my fool head off.” His adult life was spent unlearning virtually
everything he had learned as a youth.
After attending Wofford College and Valparaiso University
briefly Cash went to Wake Forest College. Unlikely as it may
seem, it was in this small Baptist school that he began “to unlearn
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and discard the excess intellectual baggage of his boyhood. It was
here that he began to probe and analyze the mind of the South.”
Graduated with an undistinguished record in 1922, he spent an
uneventful year in the Wake Forest Law School and made several
unsuccessful attempts at teaching and journalism. After a brief
trip to Europe in 1927 he became editor of the semi-weekly Cleveland Press in Shelby, North Carolina. The paper soon failed, and
Cash, who was ill, went to live with his parents. For the next
several years he was unemployed. He spent his time reading, loafing, discussing his favorite topic, the southern mind, and doing
occasional Mencken-type articles for the American Mercury.
These articles contained some of the ideas he would advance later.
Cash finally took a position with the Charlotte News and signed a
contract to write a book about the southern mind. After years of
rewriting and delay The Mind of the South was published. A few
months later Cash died by his own hand.
It has been widely believed that Cash’s suicide was caused by
the South’s harsh criticism. This Professor Morrison emphatically
denies. Cash’s work was well reviewed in the South except by a
few Nashville agrarians. He seemed happier and more self-confident than ever. After being ill and haunted most of his adult life
with a fear of sexual impotence, he was married in 1940, and
received a Guggenheim Fellowship the following year to write a
novel about the South. All seemed well. The Cashs went to Mexico City where Cash thought he would have the time and leisure to
write. However, he could not adjust to the climate and language.
He was constantly ill. On June 30 he began to have delusions.
Nazi agents were plotting to kill him. Within twenty-four hours,
Cash, having become totally irrational, had hanged himself with
his necktie. Morrison, after considerable study and consultation
with physicians and psychiatrists, concluded that Cash’s difficulty
was toxic rather than psychic. His “suicidal fit” was triggered “by
an acute brain syndrone, toxic in origin, that attacked the
weakened and vulnerable” writer.
W. J. Cash, Southern Prophet is well written, well organized,
and tells probably as effectively as possible of the largely undistinguished life of a man who wrote one good book. It will be of
interest to all Cash admirers. For those who want to read more of
W. J. Cash’s work, the book contains reprints of some of his newspaper and magazine articles.
J OE M. R ICHARDSON
Florida State University
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The Emergence of the New South, 1913-1945. By George B.
Tindall. A History of the South. Volume X. Edited by Wendell Holmes Stephenson and E. Merton Coulter. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press and the Littlefield
Fund for Southern History of the University of Texas, 1967.
xv, 807 pp. Preface, illustrations, essay on authorities, index.
$12.50.)
This book, more than twelve years in the making, is a monumental compilation of early twentieth-century history relating to
the South. Its central theme is change - the massive, uneven,
often painful change which the South has passed through since
World War I. It is the author’s contention that for a generation
before 1913 economic and social development had moved so
slowly “that most Southerners in their everyday life did not face a
constant necessity for adjustment.” After World War I, however,
the pace of change quickened so markedly that it was noticeable
in even the most remote corners of the South
The picture painted in this volume is a complex one, often
not pretty, on a vast canvas. The changes it depicts include transformation from agrarianism to urban industrialism, re-emergence
from isolation into national politics, the trials and tribulations of
prohibition, the impact of woman suffrage, the savagery of Klan
violence and mob rule that marred the 1920s, the misery of
economic depression that scarred the 1930s, and the awakening
of a “Second Reconstruction” which became apparent by 1945.
Inevitably intertwined through all the chapters of this book is the
story of relations between the races. It is an excellent book, well
and interestingly written, but because of its size and the often
grim nature of its narrative it is not likely to be a popular bestseller.
Florida readers are likely to be disappointed at the brief attention their state receives. Fleetingly we are told of prohibition, the
land boom, the Klan and racial violence, Florida’s anti-evolution
law (and the disappointing collaboration of the University of
Florida’s president in its enactment), Everglades reclamation,
peonage and convict lease problems, racial discrimination in the
distribution of New Deal relief, and the growth of the fabulous
“Gold Coast.” One finds it difficult to blame Professor Tindall for
slighting Florida, however, when one notes that, as usual, Flo-
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ridians have done little to facilitate the writing of the basic monographs and special studies on this era on which broad surveys such
as Tindall’s are based.
This is necessary reading for historians; it is rewarding reading
for those who are interested in the South.
H ERBERT J. D OHERTY , J R .
University of Florida

A History of Negro Education in the South: From 1619 to the
Present. By Henry Allen Bullock. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967. xi, 339 pp. Preface, tables, charts, index.
$7.50.)
It is a gigantic task to trace the historical development of
Negro education in the South from 1619 to the present, but Professor Bullock performs this task with great profundity and consummate skill. In a very scholarly manner, he shows how the
Negro race was able to move from the status of slave to that of
freedman; from freedman to segregated citizen; and, finally, to
desegregated citizen ten years after the Supreme Court’s historic
decision of 1954.
The author emphasizes at the outset that, in theory, education
was denied to slaves because the rational model required that
master-slave relations be structured along practical and functional
lines. Yet, the desire for more efficient production and more profitable use of slave labor “enhanced the unintentional development
of educational opportunities” and increased the Negro’s social
position among southern whites. While most training for slaves
came through circuitous or clandestine methods, these outlets provided “a hidden passage to education and freedom” until freedmen’s schools could be established.
After the Civil War, efforts to provide formal education for
Negroes at both the common school and college levels were made
by such agencies as the Freedman’s Bureau, the American Missionary Association, and other religious and private organizations.
Also, the legislature of each southern state soon passed some type
of law establishing a free public school system for all children.
During the period of reaction following Reconstruction, the author
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contends that “racial segregation became institutionalized and
provided a special mold according to which education for Negroes
was to be shaped for almost one hundred years.” This period marks
the beginning of “Negro education” or the “great detour” to special
education suitable for the status of Negroes. White leaders both
North and South, as typified by agencies like the General Education Board, accepted the peaceful premise which made education
universal for whites and special for blacks.
The massive support of Negro education by the philanthropic
movement is viewed by the author as stemming mainly from historical processes that made it necessary, rather than from southern
paternalism and noblesse oblige. Philanthropic agencies like the
Rosenwald, Slater, and Peabody funds gave “special funds for
special education,” thus supporting the emerging patterns of
segregated schools. The Booker T. Washington philosophy of education which was resoundingly applauded and widely adopted,
the permissively abused “separate but equal doctrine,” and inequality in support at all levels for more than a half century adversely affected the quality and content of education for Negroes.
Although the South’s educational design was the same for both
races, Negro educational norms were significantly below the American norms. The experiment in “separate but equal” had proved a
failure.
Dissatisfaction with the failures of the southern experiment
motivated further intergroup conflict as Negro Americans sought
racial equality. The forces behind this historical process grew out
of “changes that the experiment created within the Negro population and out of the discontent that resulted from the South’s refusal to grant Negroes the chance for upward mobility that they
believed they had earned.” Collectively, Negroes attempted to
ameliorate intolerable conditions through protest organizations like
the Niagara Movement, the NAACP, and through the federal
courts until “the death of Jim Crow schooling” was proclaimed in
the famous Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka on May 17,
1954. After a brief excursion is taken into the subsequent desegregation movement now occurring in the United States, Professor
Bullock concludes his study by pointing to a process which he calls
“withdrawal to resegregation.” While this withdrawal may be
voluntary or compulsory, it is likely to keep many areas of American life segregated for a long time to come. Some dramatic ex-
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amples are the withdrawal of Negro students from previously allwhite schools and colleges, the unwillingness of Negro graduates
to compete in the mainstream of American life, and the Black
Power movement. The author believes that racial integration must
come about by socialization, and educational institutions must play
a great role in the integration of all Americans.
If, in reading this volume, one is simply seeking a large
amount of statistical data or descriptive information, he will be
highly disappointed. If, on the other hand, one is searching for an
interpretation of the historical processes which undergirded the
changes in Negro education, he will find this in prolific amounts,
some of which are open to controversy. It is this latter quality
which should make this volume of inestimable worth in future
studies of Negro education in the South.
LEEDELL W. N EYLAND
Florida A. and M. University

White Over Black: American Attitudes Toward The Negro, 15501812. By Winthrop Jordan. (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press for The Institute of Early American
History and Culture at Williamsburg, 1968. xx, 651 pp.
Preface, epilogue, note on the concept of race, bibliography,
map, index. $12.50.)
Reviewing Professor Jordan’s book is quite frustrating because
one simply cannot begin to convey its breadth, depth, richness,
and complexity. Weighty in substance and volume, it is nevertheless deft and lightly written. Despite its bulk, it could not have
been shorter, and it could easily have been much longer. It is
learned, subtle, sensitive, and witty. It is conspicuous for a certain
cerebral and linguistic clarity. It has, in my opinion, just the right
balance of generalization and detail. One continually feels a great
urge to follow out Jordan’s references, read everything he did, and
pursue the process through which his interpretive conclusions
were reached. Few Americans will do so, but all Americans should
read White Over Black. Alongside The Problem of Slavery in
Western Culture by David Brion Davis, it stands as one of the
major achievements in American historical scholarship in our
time.
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Jordan’s basic concern is clearly stated at the outset: “what
were the attitudes of white men toward Negroes during the first
two centuries of European and African settlement in what became the United States of America?” His organizaion is carefully
structured: Part one develops the background to 1700. Part two,
much longer, ostensibly covers the years 1700-1755; in fact its
illustrations and observations pertain to the whole eighteenth
century. Part three looks more briefly at the Revolutionary Era,
1755-1783. Parts four and five, almost half the book, focus upon
society and thought in the period 1783-1812. The research draws
heavily upon what Jordan calls “relatively public sources. The
result has been to throw emphasis upon the communal aspects of
social attitudes at the cost of de-emphasizing the functional importance of these attitudes as they operated within individuals.”
But the reader should not be put off by Jordan’s modesty. He has
cast a very large net and made a proportionate catch. If personal
and individual touches, comparative approaches, and newspaper
researches are less than some might seek, there is abundant compensation in the cautious but conscious use of psychology, sociology, anthropology, and close textual analysis.
In the space of a few paragraphs I shall simply try to suggest
some of Jordan’s points of inquiry and conclusions. Depiction of
the Negro as a lustful creature in the seventeenth century built
upon certain Elizabethan notions. From the very outset Englishmen tended to distinguish Negroes from themselves by stressing
contrasts in color, religion, and style of life. Nevertheless “what
Englishmen did not at first fully realize was that Negroes were
potentially subjects for a special kind of obedience and subordination. . . .” The survival of villenage in the common law of England
served to remind Englishmen that there existed a sharply differing
alternative to personal liberty. Slavery was linked in men’s minds
with captivity, for slavery was a power relationship, whereas mere
servitude was a relationship of service. Yet slavery was first distinguished from servitude by duration more than onerousness.
Perpetual became the crucial word. The need for a labor force in
the Chesapeake colonies affected settlers’ notions about freedom
and bondage more there than in the West Indies or New England.
Rather than slavery causing prejudice, or vice versa - the traditional Polemic among historians - t h e y seem rather to have gen-
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erated each other. Both were related facets of a general debasement of the Negro.
The colonial slave codes were not so much intended to discipline Negroes as whites. The law told the white man what he
must do in order to protect society. There was no legally supported segregation in the colonial South, both because it was unnecessary and because an explicit racist rationale had not yet
developed to support it. As slaves began to reproduce themselves
in America, a new dimension appeared. “From time immemorial
Englishmen had been born to a status, to a cultural role; now they
were being born to an appearance, to a physical condition, as
well.” While Anglican doctrines tended toward equality and inclusiveness, the organizational weakness of the Anglican church in
the colonies meant that the tendencies toward inequality and exclusion inherent in racial slavery were allowed to develop without
effective check. During the revolutionary era a shift toward political
and legalistic conceptions of proper social relations had profound
effects upon white attitudes toward the Negro. “It refocused attention from his inner condition as a human being with an
imperiled soul to his outward condition as a constituent member
in the political community of men. Whereas traditional Christian
equalitarianism had demanded his right to participate equally in
an eternal community, political equalitarianism threw into question his legal relationship with his master.” From the later
eighteenth century onward, debates over the Negro’s true nature
came to have a markedly modern quality. Americans began to
realize that a social institution somehow pervaded their minds as
well as their economy. Thus “they came to recognize that enslavement of the Negro depended upon their assessment of
him, that Negro slavery existed within themselves, within their
‘prejudices’. . . .”
Jordan’s earlier essays have recently been criticized for their
failure to evaluate the impact of the slave trade upon the attitudes
English colonists held toward the Negro (cf. Journal of Negro
History, LII [October 1967], 272). He has now remedied that in
this volume. He is also quite sensitive to demographic factors in
explaining attitudes and patterns of miscegenation. For purposes
of comparative illumination he examines both Caribbean circumstances and divergent attitudes toward the American Indian.
There were few pressures, Jordan observes, forcing the colonists to
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treat Indians as integral members of their society, which Negroes
irrevocably were. Somehow “Americans came to impute to the
braves of the Indian ‘nations’ an ungovernable individuality . . .
and at the same time to impart to Negroes all the qualities of an
eminently governable sub-nation. . . .”
Some readers will perhaps regret the lack of precise chronology, a difficulty inherent in the deficiencies of the sources and
in the large time and space being examined. We learn that by
1640 English settlers were often holding Negroes as hereditary
slaves; that after about 1680 the term white came into usage; and
that revivalism after 1740 would help force an alteration of
certain Protestant views on the difficulty of Christianizing blacks.
But these milestones, and others, emerge casually and lack some
sort of systematic integration and assessment.
One of Jordan’s major themes treats the Negro problem in
relation to the search for an American identity. As I read White
Over Black I was especially struck by the relevance of an important
passage from Childhood and Society by the psychiatrist Erik
Erikson: “It is a commonplace to state that whatever one may
come to consider a truly American trait can be shown to have its
equally characteristic opposite. This, one suspects, is true of all
‘national characters’, or (as I would prefer to call them) national
identities - so true, in fact that one may begin rather than end
with the proposition that a nation’s identity is derived from the
ways in which history has, as it were, counterpointed certain
opposite potentialities; the ways in which it lifts this counterpoint
to a unique style of civilization, or lets it disintegrate into mere
contradiction.”
Throughout Jordan’s book there is abundant evidence to
sustain the profundity of Erikson’s insight: the two facets of the
concept of heathenism; the twin spirits of adventure and control
symbolized by Elizabethan and Puritan; the simultaneous developments of slavery and freedom, liberty and discipline; the
conflict between desire and aversion for interracial sexual union;
the ambivalent feelings toward the black man’s humanity; and
finally the American dilemma personified by Jefferson, who combined a heartfelt hostility to slavery with a deep conviction of the
Negro’s inferiority.
Our attitudes toward the Negro have been characterized by
ambiguity and tension. Those attitudes and ambiguities and
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tensions are central to any understanding of the American identity,
and have now been brilliantly elucidated in this remarkable book.
M ICHAEL G. K AMMEN
Johns Hopkins University

NAACP: A History of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Vol. I: 1909-1920. By Charles Flint
Kellogg. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1967.
xi, 332 pp. Introduction, illustrations, appendix, index.
$8.75.)
Professor Kellogg, Chairman of the Dickinson College History
Department, has set out to write the full and authoritative history of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People. This first volume covers the NAACP from its founding
in the wake of the 1908 race riot in Abraham Lincoln’s Springfield, Illinois, through the turbulent postwar year of 1919, when
the movement passed into the hands of its second generation,
black control. In this period, the NAACP had two concerns. One
was protection and protest against a growing twentieth century
racial exclusion and assault. The other was a struggle for first class
citizenship for the Negro. In contrast to-and often in conflict
with-the accommodationist path of Booker T. Washington, the
biracialism of the NAACP, led by Oswald Garrison Villard,
W. E. B. Du Bois, Moorfield Storey, Joel Spingarn, Mary Ovington, and William English Walling, appeared radically militant.
Much of the book is internal organizational history, concerned
with finances, meetings, clash of personality and policy, conflict
over the degree of white involvement and direction, disagreement
about the proper role for the NAACP and for its magazine The
Crisis, how to get along with other Negro groups, and how to
reach the timid, apathetic, conservative black communities. On
the whole the treatment is careful and dull. The problem is that
Professor Kellogg has neither an analytical approach to the nature
and function of social groups and organizations nor an interest in
personality and motivation. He usually does not think to tell the
reader what eventually happened to the people in trouble whose
cases the NAACP took up, and he misses the superb thematic
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opportunities offered by the group of strong willed, often warring,
men and women who directed the organization. How can any
writer refrain from trying to understand his central figures? How
can a story with W. E. B. Du Bois in the center of it remain flat?
In one crucial chapter, however, this excessively unventuresome approach provides considerable insight and understanding.
In the chapter on the “Wilson Administrations” the general lack
of commentary makes more stark the unflattering images of the
President and Secretary of the Treasury William G. McAdoo,
who, believing that they mean well for the Negro, accept all of
the common racial stereotypes, engage continually in evasions and
soft promises while fostering the expansion of segregation, and
display no vision of the future - or humanity.
Dramatically informative also are the chapters on “Segregation, Discrimination, and Jim Crow” (primarily concerned with
Northern practices) and “Lynching and Mob Violence” (mainly,
though not solely, set in the South). There is occasional useful
social and historical analysis, but it is usually confined to the all
too brief introductory and concluding pages and to the beginning
of chapters. It is to be hoped that in the second volume of his
very useful and carefully researched book, Professor Kellogg will
expand his sights and insights. The book contains only three
references to Florida, concerned with lynchings in Lake City and
Gainesville and to gubernatorial unconcern.
D AVID C HALMERS
University of Florida

Challenge to the Court: Social Scientists and the Defense of
Segregation, 1954-1966. By I. A. Newby. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1967. xii, 239 pp. Preface,
index. $6.50.)
This is an able exposition and criticism of segregationist
replies to the Supreme Court school decision of May 1954. Newby,
a native of Georgia who teaches history at California State College,
disagrees with the segregationists but considers their views worthy
of examination. His contention that their thought must be studied
seriously is being validated by current headlines which disclose
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how pervasive race prejudice still is in all parts of the nation. In
this work he is concerned with the use of biology, psychology,
anthropology, and sociology to provide support for segregation of
the races.
Professor Newby is probably correct in his belief that ultimately the scientific argument cannot be conclusive either way in
determining constitutional and moral rights. Since no one has
demonstrated that superior people can be or should be entirely
separated from their inferiors, comparative racial abilities are
actually irrelevant to the basic issue. Nonetheless, his development
of this point reveals that an interesting reversal of positions has
taken place since 1954. The segregationists at first deplored the
use of psychology and sociology in the 1954 decision, but in the
Stell case, originating in Georgia in 1962, they utilized scientific
racism to justify segregation while the integrationists were retreating from their previous emphasis on scientific evidence. If nothing
else, the Stell case has served to clarify liberal thinking on the
limits of social science in shaping constitutional judgments. Professor Newby’s treatment of this case brings out its importance in
the history of American jurisprudence.
Preceding the main section of the book is a summary of the
anti-Negro thought of earlier periods, about which Professor
Newby has written previously. There is also a useful review of
the social science evidence submitted by integrationists in the
1954 cases. In the principal part of the study, Newby analyzes
the writings of psychologists Henry E. Garrett, Frank C. J.
McGurk, Audrey Shuey, and Robert T. Osborne, and of biologist
Wesley C. George, as well as those of such popularizers as Carleton Putnam, James Jackson Kilpatrick, and Nathaniel Weyl.
Newby calls Garrett and George the “field marshals of scientific
racism.” He indicates the personal and organizational relationships
among the segregationists, revealing a conservative “network” fully
as conscious and coherent as any to be found on the integrationist
side. Newby has a keen eye for the subtle racism of William
Buckley’s National Review and David Lawrence’s U. S. News and
World Report. While the role of the Citizens’ Councils is already
well known, Newby spotlights the lesser-known work of the International Association for the Advancement of Ethnology and
Eugenics and the closely related journal, Mankind Quarterly.
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Newby writes with admirable clarity and excellent organization. One of the few omissions of the book occurs when Newby
traces the connections between racism and ultra-conservatism. He
does not give sufficient attention to the natural bias of the
conservative in favor of heredity over environment as the fundamental factor shaping human character. An emphasis on environmental determinants has usually been the weapon of the reformer,
while insistence on the role of heredity has long undergirded those
who doubt the possibility of progress.
Racial liberals may feel there is little need for Newby’s point
by point refutation of the racists, while the racists themselves are
unlikely to be shaken out of their prejudices. However, Newby’s
reasoning is good, and the liberals would be wrong in any optimistic assumption that we have heard the last of the arguments
Newby so well dissects. Newby has made a worthwhile contribution to our intellectual and constitutional history, one with special
relevance for students of Florida and southern history.
R OBERT H. A KERMAN
Florida Southern College

Finders Losers: The Lucayan Treasure Find. By Jack Slack. (New
York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1967. 184 pp. $4.95.)
This book is the story of the trials and tribulations (and
legal skulduggery) which beset four friends following their 1964
recovery of some 10,000 Spanish-Colonial silver coins from a
shipwreck off Freeport in the Bahamas. The author was one of
the four divers who found the treasure. For all but a few of the
184 pages in the book the reader is guided through the tortuous
intricacies of how the happy-go-lucky divers bumble away their
newly found fortune. Even the text of some of the legal documents which the four were led into signing by some of their more
business-minded acquaintances is reproduced for the wonderment
of all.
Unfortunately, the book has less to offer those interested in
more than the romantic approach to finding a treasure or the
business pitfalls in holding one once it has been found. For example, the author never hazards a guess concerning the origin or
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the circumstances surrounding the fate of the wrecked vessel in
which the coins were found. Further, what little historical information the book does contain is subject to error. For instance, the
author indicates that no gold coins were minted in the New World
until the reign of Phillip V, (1700-1746). This is not only
incorrect, but it is a somewhat surprising mistake for a treasure
hunter to make. Actually, gold coins were struck before 1700 at
mints in Mexico City (from 1679 on), Lima (prior to 1700),
Cuzco (1698 only), and at Santa Fe de Bogota in present day
Colombia as early as the 1650s. In spite of the book’s limited
approach, the topic and the author’s open style combine to hold
the reader’s attention, although on occasion the quantity of dialogue
is wearing. Mr. Slack’s book has a place in the literature of treasure
hunting. It should stand for some time as a monument to what
not to do when one finds a treasure.
C ARL J. C LAUSEN
Florida Sate Board of Archives and History
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